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EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School- Hessainia 2   

Time Allotted: 1h 

Full Name: ............................................................................ 

Class: 3 MS ...... 

QUIZ 
The Input: 

 Hello ! my names is Ahmed. I live in Blida. I was born in Algiers . I lived in  

Bab eloued for 10 years.I had many friends.I played with them a lot . I didn’t like marbles 

but I was fan of hide and seek game.My teachers liked me because I was clever and 

gentle.My brothers Omar and Amine were born in Algiers too .They weren’t sociable. 

They joined primary school before me.I was keen on watching action films.My father 

Mohamed worked on a farm near our house. He didn’t drive cars and he wasn’t evil at 

all. My mother Houria was a housewife.She made a lot of clothes made of wool. She didn’t 

study at schools at all.  

Written by the teacher 

Hide and seek =   ىميض  غ  Joined=   واق  ح  الت  

Farm=   ةع  زر  م  Wool =   وفص  

 

A-READING COMPREHENSION (7pts) 

Activity one :Read the text and choose a , b , c or d (3pts) 

1- Ahmed lived in ... 

a- Oran                     b- Bab Eloued            c- Blida                        d-Annaba 

2- His teachers liked him because he was ... 

a- evil                      b- modest                    c- gentle                       d-deep 

3- His mother Houria made of a lot of ... 

a- cakes                   b- mistakes                   c- things                       d- clothes 

Activity two:Read the text and answer the following questions (2pts) 

1- Where was Ahmed born? ........................................................... 

2- Was his mother a dentist ? ............................. 

Activity three:Read the text and match the synonyms (2pts) 

Column A  Column B 

friendly  hello 

fan of clothes 

outfits sociable 

hi  keen on 
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B-MASTERY OF LANGUAGE (7pts) 

Activity one :Spot()the mistakes() and correct() them(1.5pt) 

 Aboubakr haved a lot cars last year.  ................................................... 

 I don’t play basketball in 2012.    ................................................... 

 What do you do yesterday?        ................................................... 

Activity two: Put the verbs in the correct( )form(2pts) 

 Yesterday I (to go) ....................... to visit my grand parents . it ( to be )  ...............  

a nice day. My grand parents (to have) .......................nice memories in the past.  

They (to do/not ) .......................... eat fast food in their life .   

Activity three: Reorder the words to get coherent sentences(1.5pts) 

1- did / last night /? /What/she/cook/    ................................................... 

2- yesterday / ate/ Mohamed /./pizza    ................................................... 

3- we /,/weren’t /./ No                           ................................................... 

Activity four:Pronounce and classify the words (2pts)  

flied – planted – played – watched 

C-SITUATION OF INTEGRATION (6pts)  

Context: You play the role of Khaby , a journalist is asking you some questions . 

Task: Complete the following dialogue  

The Journalist: Hello Khaby ! 

Khaby: Hello 

The Journalist: Where did you go yesterday ? 

Khaby: .................................................................... 

The Journalist: How was your holiday ? 

Khaby: .................................................................... 

The Journalist: Did you watch Ac Milan vs Juventus match ?  

Khaby: ........................... 

The Journalist: Was it a good football match? 

Khaby: ............................ 

The Journalist: Were you happy during the match ? 

Khaby: ............................ 

The Journalist: Can we take a selfie? 

Khaby: ............................ 

The Journalist: Thanks for the interview !  

Khaby: You’re welcome ! keep it simple ! 

Mr.Aissat:”Do Your Best Dear Pupils ! ” 

/t/ /d/ /id/ 
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MEHDI Mohamed Middle School- Hessainia 2   

Time Allotted: 1h 

Full Name: ............................................................................ 

Class: 3 MS ...... 

THE CORRECTION OF THE QUIZ 

The Input: 

 Hello ! my names is Ahmed. I live in Blida. I was born in Algiers . I lived in  

Bab eloued for 10 years.I had many friends.I played with them a lot . I didn’t like marbles 

but I was fan of hide and seek game.My teachers liked me because I was clever and 

gentle.My brothers Omar and Amine were born in Algiers too .They weren’t sociable. 

They joined primary school before me.I was keen on watching action films.My father 

Mohamed worked on a farm near our house. He didn’t drive cars and he wasn’t evil at 

all. My mother Houria was a housewife.She made a lot of clothes made of wool. She didn’t 

study at schools at all.  

Written by the teacher 

Hide and seek = غ ميض ى Joined= ق وا  الت ح 

Farm= ع ة زر   ص وف = Wool م 

 

A-READING COMPREHENSION (7pts) 

Activity one :Read the text and choose a , b , c or d (3pts) 

4- Ahmed lived in ... 

b- Oran                     b- Bab Eloued   1pt         c- Blida                        d-Annaba 

5- His teachers liked him because he was ... 

b- evil                      b- modest                    c- gentle   1pt                      d-deep 

6- His mother Houria made of a lot of ... 

b- cakes                   b- mistakes                   c- things                       d- clothes 1pt   

Activity two:Read the text and answer the following questions (2pts) 

3- Where was Ahmed born? Ahmed/He was born in Algiers. 1pt 

4- Was his mother a dentist ? Yes,she was. 1pt 

Activity three:Read the text and match the synonyms (2pts) 

Column A  Column B 

friendly  Hello 0.5 

 fan of Clothes 0.5 

outfits Sociable 0.5 

hi  keen on 0.5 
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B-MASTERY OF LANGUAGE (7pts) 

:00Activity one :Spot()the mistakes() and correct() them(1.5pt) 

 Aboubakr haved a lot cars last year.  Aboubakr had a lot cars last year. 0.5 

 I don’t play basketball in 2012.    I didn’t play basketball in 2012. 0.5 

 What do you do yesterday?        What did you do yesterday?  0.5 

Activity two: Put the verbs in the correct( )form(2pts) 

 Yesterday I (to go) went 0.5 to visit my grand parents . it ( to be )  was 0.5 

a nice day. My grand parents (to have) had 0.5 nice memories in the past.  

They (to do/not ) didn’t 0.5  eat fast food in their life .   

Activity three: Reorder the words to get coherent sentences(1.5pts) 

4- did / last night /? /What/she/cook/    What did she cook last night? 0.5 

5- yesterday / ate/ Mohamed /./pizza    Mohamed ate pizza yesterday. 0.5 

6- we /,/weren’t /./ No                           No, we weren’t. 0.5 

Activity four:Pronounce and classify the words (2pts)  

flied – planted – played – watched 

C-SITUATION OF INTEGRATION (6pts)  

Context: You play the role of Khaby , a journalist is asking you some questions . 

Task: Complete the following dialogue  

The Journalist: Hello Khaby ! 

Khaby: Hello 

The Journalist: Where did you go yesterday ? 

Khaby: I went to visit my grandparents. 1pt 

The Journalist: How was your holiday ? 

Khaby: It was nice/good/awful/bad. 1pt 

The Journalist: Did you watch Ac Milan vs Juventus match ?  

Khaby: Yes,I did. / No, I didn’t. 1pt 

The Journalist: Was it a good football match? 

Khaby: Yes,it was. / No, It wasn’t. 1pt 

The Journalist: Were you happy during the match ? 

Khaby: Yes, I was. / No, I wasn’t. 1pt 

The Journalist: Can we take a selfie? 

Khaby: Yes,we can. / No,we can’t. 1pt 

The Journalist: Thanks for the interview !  

Khaby: You’re welcome ! keep it simple ! 

Mr.Aissat:”Do Your Best Dear Pupils ! ” 

/t/ /d/ /id/ 

Watched 0.5  0.5 Flied – Played 0.5 Planted 0.5 
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